COVID Funding Compliance and Strategy Engine

Develop an approach to federal funding that focuses on your objectives and minimizes your risks.

Deloitte’s approach combines COVID Funding Compliance with a Strategy Engine to efficiently align expenses to the optimal funding streams for reimbursement, while minimizing risk of deobligation.

Rapidly evolving guidance can stall decision-making around funding choices, potentially impacting the ability to spend funds during short funding timeframes.

States and localities require a coordinated reimbursement strategy to:

- Mitigate risk of clawback or deobligation of funds
- Consider cost-sharing implications
- Track use of funds by tagging expenses
- Adjust to evolving priorities by balancing elements like speed to reimbursement and audit risk
- Align applicant and expense eligibility

The COVID Funding Compliance and Strategy Engine works better when absorbed into existing reimbursement workflows:

- Coupled with compliance and closeout processes, the COVID Funding Compliance and Strategy Engine dynamically adjusts for FEMA Project Worksheets and reimbursement package evaluations and supporting documentation scores
- The COVID Funding Compliance and Strategy Engine complements existing reimbursement documentation and grants management tools

How it Fits

1. Applicant drafts and publishes intra-government guidance
2. Applicant or sub-applicant/agency submits expense into grants management tool
3. Applicant evaluates compliance
4. Applicant runs COVID Funding Strategy Engine to identify optimal funding stream
5. Applicant submits expense for reimbursement or tracking
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